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Outdoor Entertaining

Island-style Retreat
by Lilian Lorenzsonn

W

designer’s notebook

Building the Perfect

ith the exotic allure of the
“Islands”

in

mind—the

Bahamas, Bermuda or the

Caribbean—and with family and friends
living on the North Carolina coast fitting
prominently into their vacation plans, one

couple decided on the best of both worlds
for their perfect “Island” vacation retreat.

A retreat with warm ocean breezes and

the feeling of vacationing in an elegant

and exotic “Island” home—a place to relax
and get away form it all, as well as to be
with family and to entertain friends—was
what the couple wanted. They decided to
build their perfect island retreat on North
Carolina’s beautiful “Crystal Coast” in Pine
Knoll Shores, situated on one of the islands
that make up the coast’s barrier island
chain.
It is a vacation home that brings together
superb craftsmanship, the wizardry of stateof-the-art technology, as well as a wealth of
luxurious materials.
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Bringing It Together
Finding the right mix of quality and skilled professionals
was delegated to Mike Jones Construction of Kinston, the
general contractor, whose homes have been featured in
other magazines such as Unique Homes. Mike Jones tells NC
Coastal Homes & Design magazine that he keeps up with the
latest home building trends by attending both national and
international trade shows. On a daily basis, Mike Butler, the
company’s project manager, oversaw the building process,
both indoors and outdoors, from start to finish.
An entourage of local craftsmen and tradesmen was busily
at work daily, their trucks overflowing the immense driveway
and spilling well out to both sides of the street beyond. With
all the hustle and bustle, at times it looked like a crew from
one of the TV shows where a bevy or workers completes a
home construction in a week, except here it was a year “in
the making.” Recently completed this spring, the couple’s
new vacation home combines simplicity and “Island-style”
Colonial elegance.
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COASTAL CAROLINA CORP.
“Serving the Crystal Coast Since 1975”

HVAC

TRANE CleanEffects™

• Distributed Audio/Video
• Home Automation
& Smart Homes

FOR THE HOME

Reliable. Comfortable.
And now 99.98% clean.
Experience the total home
comfort of Trane Air today.

411 Live Oak Street • Beaufort, NC

®

252.728.5717 • 252.728.1669 (Fax)
License No. 7111 - Gene Garner

It’s Hard To Stop A Trane®

• Structured Wiring
• Home Theater
& Media Rooms

The Smart Choice
3740 S. Charles Blvd.,
Greenville, NC

(252) 413-9768
www.intelinteriors.com

SURPASSING

4914 Bridges Street Ext.
Morehead City, NC 28557
Tel: 252.726.6965
www.cabinet-shop.com

Specializing in Satisfied Customers Since 1984

Your EXPECTATIONS

MJC
Mike Jones
CONSTRUCTION

• Award Winning Custom Builder
• Uncompromising Quality
• Luxurious Homes with
superb craftsmanship

Mike Jones Construction Co.
Emerald Isle, NC
Kinston, NC

www.mikejonesconstruction.com

Voice: 252-521-3735
Email: : michaelj@suddenlinkmail.com
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ATLANTIC BREEZE
Storm Shutters • Awnings

®

PROFESSIONAL DESIGN & INSTALLATION

YOUR SOURCE FOR HURRICANE PROTECTION!
STRONGER STORMS! STRONGEST PROTECTION!
Premier Homes
Premier Builders
Premier Products
Newest Technology Available

As seen on
ABC’s Extreme
Makeover Home Edition
NO POWER? NO PROBLEM!
• No Storm Bars • No Cranks
• No Motors • Battery-operated
• Simple - Just pull down!
• Accordions & No velcro tiebacks!

New location!

Affordable
protection for
any lifestyle.
Affordable
packages
available.

252.670.1946
502 Hodges St.
Oriental, NC

Call for a free estimate.

252.727.9040

4101 Arendell St.
Morehead City, NC

www.atlanticbreezehurricaneshutters.com
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coastal home

Splendid Craftsmanship
There is all-wood custom cabinetry here and it is
truly impressive. Marked by both beauty and utility, the
cabinetry was masterfully crafted by Paul Pagliughi and
his team from The Cabinet Shop in Morehead City. There
is definitely more than an armful of cabinetry, both
indoors and outdoors. Among much else, it includes such
utilitarian features as a built-in bedroom armoire, a small
espresso bar replete with own refrigeration drawer, as
well as many other pull-out appliance drawers found in
both the kitchen and entertainment areas. Distinguished
by two contrasting cabinet finishes, the cabinetry is a
“knockout.”
Paul Pagliughi tells us that he used M.L. Campbell
cabinet finishes and that “For the perimeter kitchen
cabinets and fireplace area, the [couple] chose an offwhite base color with a coffee glaze which gives the
Summer 2008 •
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but with a two-part exterior polyurethane finish [added]
to withstand the elements.”
Handsomely complementing the cabinetry in the
kitchen and bar/entertainment areas, as well as elsewhere
in the home, are granite countertops from Artisan Granite
& Marble in Emerald Isle. Black Lumiere granite was used
in the kitchen and the second floor espresso station, while
the third floor kitchen and entertainment areas were done
in Golden Beach granite.

Cool High-tech Wizardry
painted cabinets a soft, lightly distressed appearance. The

Time is a precious commodity, as those on vacation

cherry islands, master vanities, the office, and all of the

know all too well. Mundane, but necessary tasks take

downstairs woodwork are finished with a walnut toner

up all too much of it, and the couple wanted to pare this

and a custom mixed stain which gives the woodwork a

down to a bare minimum. Ingeniously, with the touch of

deep dark look. All of the cabinets are top-coated with

a finger, much is possible. It is made possible by a piece

satin finish conversion varnish for durability. The same

of brilliant technology, the electronic home automation

dark stain is used outdoors on the Mahogany cabinets,

and control system that the couple decided to install in
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coastal home

the home. The entire Crestron system for both home
automation and lighting was expertly installed by
Intelligent Interiors, LLC of Greenville, N.C.
There is no need to dread that first hour or so after
arriving in their vacation home waiting for the airconditioning to rev up in summer, or in cooler weather

systems. From each inwall touch screen, the homeowner

for the heating system to take effect. While still en

can control lights, HVAC, pool controls, hurricane

route, with the touch of a few computer buttons linked

shutters, and music. The music options for each room

to their state-of-the-art home technology, the couple

are iPod, XM radio, fm radio, and two audio streams

is able, among other things, to set the desired room

from a music server. Each room has custom controls

temperature or turn on the lighting well ahead of their

for lights and hurricane shutters in that room making

actual arrival.

it simple for homeowners and guests alike.” But that is

John Hoard of Intelligent Interiors enlightened us

not all, there is also the ability—either before arriving

about many of the features that the home automation

or after leaving their vacation home—for the couple

system includes “… inwall touch screens, keypads,

to “Turn the pool and spa heaters on [or off]… These

handheld remotes, handheld touch screens, lighting

features give them the ability to check for lights left on,

control, audio distribution and interface with other

turn HVAC back and make sure pool controls are off
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to John Hoard.

coastal home

after they have left the house saving energy,” according

The latest technology in hurricane protection is

implemented with hurricane shutters from Atlantic
Breeze in Morehead City that easily close and open with

the touch of a button and that are integrated into the
home automation system.

High-tech is also part of the master bath areas, with
their own touch-button interfaces. Here too, custom

electronics rule the shower experience, allowing the
couple to program numerous features, such as water

temperature and flow as well as the numerous shower
components, or to even program in personalized shower
settings.

For the ultimate in bath experience, the couple has
included chromatherapy. It utilizes colored lights,
operated by a separate touch pad, in the bath itself to
help balance a person’s energy. The premise behind
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this therapy is that certain colors exert different healing

coastal home

energies.
And if you think you’ve seen it all, you haven’t yet met
the amazing Grill-N-Dine installed on one of the couple’s
granite food preparation counters. What could be more
ingenious than the Grill-N-Dine “Japanese wok,” a
rectangular flat surface of German stainless steel, where
the center area of the stainless steel actually curves into
a depressed wok for cooking when the heat is turned
on, and when the heat is turned off, the metal surface
“miraculously” returns to flat again!

The Indoors - A Place to Relax and
Entertain—Island-style
What initially captures attention in the home is a
suffusion of natural light that bathes the interior spaces.
Walls of tall, floor-to-ceiling windows and doors opening
to outdoor patios line the rear expanse of the home. They
bring in the vista beyond and blur the distinction between
indoors and out. Indoor plantation shutters easily allow
for more privacy or for variation in the amount of desired

multiple-car garage sporting its own tiled floor and

interior light.

wall trim, are also housed on the ground floor.

Attention, however, is easily transferred to the stunning

Luxurious master bedroom suites, with arched

sculptural staircase. Reminiscent of the interior shape of

doorways, reside on the second floor, while the third

a beautiful chambered Nautilus seashell, the maple wood

floor contains the media area on one side of the central

and stainless steel staircase serves as a central focal point

hallway and open dining and kitchen area on the

for the open floor plan. It artfully connects the three

other.

stories. Designed by the homeowners and fabricated to

Up here, a wide veranda with shaded space invites

their specifications, the staircase defines living spaces on

one to sit and relax while leisurely taking in the scenic

either side of its large central hallways.

view of ever-changing ocean colors in the distance or

Family and friends need not worry about space. There

the twinkling of a nighttime sky. Here too, the veranda

is certainly no lack of it here. There are plenty of large

sports travertine tiles, this time embellished with a

open spaces for relaxation and entertaining.

stately compass medallion inlay.

A downstairs entertainment and bar area leads

For cozy gatherings, there are several fine fireplaces

one outdoors, where a travertine covered rear patio

throughout the home for family and friends to gather

overlooking the canal invites the entertainment outside

around that were expertly installed by Grills &

or for a swim in the pool.

Fireplaces of New Bern.

An adjoining guest bedroom suite, as well as an enclosed

A study in light and dark contrasts composes the
Summer 2008 •
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main color palette. Relaxing pale neutrals and creamy

excitement and colorful warmth to the interior. For all

hues, such as Cotton Blossom, a paint color used in the

intents and purposes, tigerwood has been described

hallway spaces, are evident throughout. They cover walls

by some as “one of the most unique patterns [in wood

and show up in bedding or the pure New Zealand wool

grains] you will ever see.”

bedroom carpeting. Ceilings are a very subdued, pale

Equally exotic, zebra-striped tiles floor an upstairs

maple wood, providing for light and airy height, and are

power room. Bath suite areas are a mix of exciting tiles and

punctuated by dark Tommy Bahama and Monte Carlo

wallpaper. The tiling is in a variety of striking patterns,

ceiling fans. Master bedrooms continue the ceiling theme,

one a pebble tile evoking a stroll along the beach. Here,

except here they are beautifully recessed and adorned

the walls are also papered in natural seagrass or combined

with additional light trim. All the neutrals and creams

with elegant Thibault wallpaper with a peppery-maroon

contrast beautifully with the furnishings that feature

background and tropical foliage design.

rattans in rich browns or the deep dark browns of other
woods.

Other lavish touches abound. Natural onyx shows up in
pendant lighting over the entertainment bar countertop,

Spicy and exotic also take their turn. Meet tigerwood,

while fiber optic lighting is abundantly used elsewhere.

not to be confused with Tiger Woods, the famous golfer.

There are sinks in copper or glass with a coppery underlay.

Underfoot, main floors of exotic tigerwood—a reddish-

Top of the line kitchen appliances are Subzero and Wolf

orange Brazilian hardwood with dark-vein striping—add

from Hamilton’s Appliance World in Morehead City.
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coastal home
Outdoor Fun and Entertainment

For outdoor water fun and entertainment there is a

What more could be desired? It is all here. There is

gorgeous pool, spa and fountain area, installed by Aqua

no need for Bermuda, the Bahamas or the Caribbean.

One Pools & Spa of Cedar Point, replete with tile and

It is here on a “Crystal Coast” island. It is a place to

LED lights that light up the pool and fountain jets at

vacation with its own special allure—an elegant home

night, creating an ambient display of color.

with wonderful craftsmanship, the utility of high-tech

Cooking is fun and easy in the well-appointed

wizardry, and many exotic and luxurious features. It is

outdoor kitchen with grills and appliances from Grills

the perfect “Island-style” retreat to come home to—to

& Fireplaces of New Bern.

relax, to share with family and to entertain in.
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